Abstract. In this paper, we present a new algorithm to detect the two-wheelers riding on people for the normalized cross correlation (NCC) and its application of histogram of oriented gradients (HOGs). Using the NCC algorithm, local geometric information is used as weighting value to the HOG features. Experimental results show that the new approach gives higher detection accuracy than that of the conventional method.
Introduction
In these days, the degree of injury to passengers in a vehicle caused by a traffic accident is reduced gradually in advantage of many safety device techniques mounted in and outside of the vehicle [1] . Most of the studies relating to human safety over the past several years have mainly concentrated on increasing the detection rate of pedestrians and automobiles on a road from a still image and framework. Now, the study scope has expanded to protect vulnerable road users (VRUs) such as small automobiles [1] , [2] .
The automobile vision-based systems have mainly concentrated on recognizing pedestrians and automobiles [3] . As stated in the foregoing, detection of two-wheelers on the road is similar with that of pedestrians on road. Zhu et al. [4] applied the HOG characteristics based on variable block size to improve detection speed. Further, Watanabe et al. [5] utilized co-occurrence HOG characteristics, and Wang et al. [6] utilized HOG-LBP human detection to improve detection accuracy.
The motivation of this paper is as follows. Firstly, two wheelers detection system does not have a considerable time investment to find a good algorithm. Secondly, it is familiar with pedestrian detection which has accuracy and efficiency in still images. Thirdly, NCC is calculated for each basis function (in this paper cell) instead of the whole template. So in this paper, we suggest a new algorithm to detect the twowheelers using sub-image periodicity for the weak part on the road.
NCC-Algorithm
In image processing, pattern recognition, and other fields, the correlation is an important tool. To overcome several disadvantage for the cross correlation, NCC (Normalized Cross Correlation) algorithm [7] , [8] which is improved method to measure the resemblance between two signals is used to decide the similarity between two images. Let 
The pattern is represented by a given template t of size y x N N  . A common way to calculate the pixel (u, v) of the pattern in the image f is to evaluate the normalized cross correlation value  at each point (u, v) for f and the template t, which has been shifted by u steps in the x direction and by v steps in the y direction. A basic definition for the NCC is shown equation (1).
where t is the mean of the feature and 
is independent to change in brightness or contrast of the image, which are related to the mean value and the standard deviation. We refer to (1) as Normalized Cross Correlation (NCC).
Histogram of Oriented Gradients [9]
HOGs converts the distribution directions of brightness for a local region into a histogram to express them in characteristic vectors, which is utilized to express the shape characteristics of an object. It is influenced a little from an effect of illumination by converting the distribution of near pixels for a local region into a histogram, and has a strong feature for a geometric change of local regions. Gradients are calculated from the below Equations (3), (4), and (5) with m that is a distribution size for changes of x-axis and y-axis from
brightness images of each of pixels and that represents a directional nature for 
Experiments
Two-wheelers data used in the experiment includes photos taken on the street and others are obtained from the internet randomly. For our purposes, it is hypothesized in the experiment for the following 2 cases: rear and front appearance. 2,353 pictures (60 and 90 degrees) were used with a size of 128x64 from the taken photos with a size of 640x480. They were utilized by dividing training and experimental image. The num-ber of non two-wheelers used in the training was equal to the number of two-wheelers, and 3,000 pictures were used as non two-wheelers. And an experiment was carried out with an ordinary user computer environment consisting of a Pentium 3.1 GHz and Visual C++ 6.0 program and Matlab.
The experiment was carried out using HOG method which is the most widely utilized and calculated the NCC as weighting value which is suggested in the study. A range of thresholds of -20 to 20 was utilized by equation (7).
. The final hypothesis H is a weighted majority vote of the T weak hypotheses where t  is the weight assigned to t h . Using two strong classification, in this paper suggests 2 nd stage cascade method. It improves the recognition rate due to the complementary role for two feature vector of quite different type.
In classification, and confusion matrix, true positive rate (TPR) and false positive rate (FPR) were used for analyzing experimental results per angles for the methods, and ROC curves are shown in Figure. 2, by applying Equation (8) 
where "TP" is True Positive", "FP" is False Positive", "TN" is True Negative and "FN" is False Negative. In Figure 2 , "Moto" means motorcycle, "Bike" means bicycle, and "MB" is a mixture of motorcycles and bicycles, respectively. Also, the numerals behind each of the abbreviations "60" signifies within 60
• , "90" within 90
• , and "90-60" a mixture of 90
• and 60
• , respectively, as well. In Figure 2 (a), the ordinary HOG method, it has shown that the experiment according to "MB 90-60" has the best results among these experiments, but the recognition rate is significantly low. However, in Figure 2 (b) , shows that the results of M and B experiments according to the proposed method have a higher recognition rate than ordinary HOG. When proposed algorithm was applied for the other characteristic vector method, a higher recognition rate could be obtained, and the results are listed in Figure 2 (b). The highest accuracies for each of the methods were calculated with equation (9) and the results are listed in Table 1 .
As shown in Table 1 , MB (motorcycle and bike) has higher accuracies than Bike and Motor for proposed method, signifying that MB has a trend of better classifying characteristics thans Bike and Motor. In our opinion even if a MB becomes more complicated by loading baggage at the rear or by the high loading of baggage than bicycle, our proposed algorithm improved the recognition rate than others.
Conclusions
Accurately and efficiently two wheeler detection, riding on people, in still images is one of the most difficult works due to a variety shape of poses, as well as environmental conditions and cluttered backgrounds.
In this study, we have introduced that a novel practical implementation of the solution for weak object(vulnerable road users) on the road using NCC weighting value for HOG features. It has been experimentally demonstrated that proposed using the NCC method as weighting value leads to better classification results than other traditional methods from ROC. Among the several angle and pose, the MB90-60 method showed higher detection rate than others. For the further research, we consider including occluded region, changed objected according to the weather and night environment, and etc.
